Abstract: Using spinorial geometry techniques, we classify the supersymmetric solutions of euclidean N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory. These backgrounds represent generalizations of instantons with nontrivial scalar fields turned on, and satisfy some constraints that bear a similarity with the Hitchin equations, and contain the Donaldson equations as a special subcase. It turns out that these constraints can be obtained by dimensional reduction of the octonionic instanton equations, and may be rephrased in terms of a selfduality-like condition for a complex connection. We also show that the supersymmetry conditions imply the equations of motion only partially.
Introduction
Supersymmetric backgrounds play an important role both in supergravity and in supersymmetric gauge theories. In the former, they include for instance BPS black holes, whose study has given many hints on the quantum nature of spacetime (see e.g. [1] ). In the latter, there are e.g. monopoles or instantons among the supersymmetric solutions. Instantons are also important in nonsupersymmetric field theories, like in QCD, where the nonperturbative chiral U (1) anomaly in an instanton background leads to baryon number violation and to a solution of the U (1) problem [2, 3] . Viewed as a solution of supersymmetric gauge theories, the Yang-Mills instanton [4] preserves half of the supersymmetries, and has been important in checks of the AdS/CFT correspondence beyond the perturbative level, cf. [5] for a review.
In view of this, it is desirable to dispose of a complete classification of supersymmetric backgrounds of super Yang-Mills theories. This paper represents a first step in this direction for euclidean N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory, which is the most important one in the context of the AdS/CFT correspondence. We shall directly solve the Killing spinor equations using spinorial geometry techniques, that have been successfully applied in the past in classifying supergravity solutions [6] . The basic ingredients are an oscillator basis for the spinors in terms of forms and the use of the symmetries to transform them to a preferred representative of their orbit. In this way one can construct a linear system for the background fields from any (set of) Killing spinor(s). It will turn out that this linear system describes generalizations of instantons that include also nonvanishing scalars. Quite remarkably, this system can be obtained by dimensional reduction of the octonionic instanton equations in eight dimensions.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the next section, we introduce euclidean N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory and, to make this paper self-contained, briefly discuss the usual instanton solutions. In Sect. 3, the essential information needed to realize spinors in terms of forms is summarized. Section 4 represents the main part of this work, in which we determine first the Killing spinor representatives as well as their stability subgroup, and subsequently obtain the linear system for the background fields, which is then discussed and related to the octonionic instanton equations. After that, we impose more Killing spinors and investigate which fractions of supersymmetry are possible. In Section 5 we discuss to what extent the supersymmetry conditions imply the equations of motion. We conclude in 6 with some final remarks. An appendix contains our notations and conventions.
Euclidean N = 4 SYM theory and instantons
The Lagrangian of euclidean N = 4 super Yang-Mills (SYM) theory in four dimensions is [7, 8] It can be obtained by dimensionally reducing N = 1 SYM in 10-dimensional Minkowski spacetime on a six-torus with one time and five space coordinates [8] [9] [10] 1 . The ten-dimensional Lorentz group SO(9, 1) reduces then to SO(4) × SO(5, 1), with compact space-time group SO(4) and non-compact R-symmetry SO(5, 1). The fields present are the gauge field A µ with field strength F µν , Spin(4) Weyl spinors λ α,A andλα ,A , respectively right-and left-handed, and six scalars φ AB antisymmetric in the R-symmetry group indices A, B = 1, . . . , 4. Their duals are defined asφ AB = 1 2 ǫ ABCD φ CD . The trace is taken in the adjoint representation of the gauge group to which all the fields belong (the gauge group indices are omitted for clarity). The Majorana-Weyl condition imposed on the ten-dimensional spinors implies the so-called symplectic Majorana condition on the four-dimensional Weyl spinors 2 (the usual Majorana condition cannot be imposed in four euclidean dimensions): 2) where the definition of the 't Hooft symbols η aAB and other conventions are collected in appendix A. The scalar fields on the other hand are constrained by the reality condition 
whose fermionic parameters ξ A andξ A themselves have to satisfy the symplectic Majorana condition (2.2). The equations of motion derived from (2.1) read
A notable solution of the pure euclidean Yang-Mills field equations is given by a field strength which is either selfdual or anti-selfdual,
These solutions correspond to (anti-)instantons, i.e. finite-action solutions to the euclidean theory. In a given topological sector (characterized by the instanton or winding number k), the solutions (2.10) actually minimize the action (for reviews on instantons, see e.g. [5, 8, 12, 13] ). These configurations also generically correspond to solutions preserving some fraction of the supersymmetries in SYM theories. In the N = 2 case for instance (see e.g. [13] ), this can be seen by looking at the fermion susy variation δλ ∼ F µν γ µν ǫ (plus terms involving scalars), where ǫ is a four-component Dirac spinor and γ µν are proportional to the generators of the reducible spinorial representation of SO(4) [14] . The latter have the block-diagonal form (A.7), where the matrices σ µν andσ µν are anti-selfdual and selfdual respectively, cf. appendix A. Therefore, plugging (2.10) (e.g. for a selfdual field strength F + ) in the susy variation leads (for vanishing scalars) to 11) showing that the configuration is half-supersymmetric. In the N = 1 theory, the spinors are taken chiral and according to the choice of chirality either the instanton or the anti-instanton represent maximally supersymmetric solutions. Note that in theories with N > 1, many configurations preserving one or more supersymmetries do not have (anti-)selfdual field strength. We shall see this explicitely below.
A class of finite-action solutions of euclidean Yang-Mills theory was explicitly constructed by Belavin et al. [4] (see also [8, 12] for reviews). The field strength is selfdual and the gauge potential for k = 1 and gauge group SU (2) (in regular gauge) takes the form 12) where the arbitrary parameters x µ 0 and ρ are called collective coordinates and η a µν are the 't Hooft symbols defined in appendix A. Taking into account the gauge orientation, the total number of collective coordinates in this situation is 8 [8] . One can show by computing the index of the Dirac operator in an instanton background (with selfdual field strength) that there are 4N k bosonic collective coordinates for an instanton with winding number k and gauge group SU (N ), counting the number of solutions to the selfduality equations with fixed topological charge k [8] . This calculation also reveals that in the background of an (anti-)instanton, the Dirac equation can have non-trivial solutionsλ cl (λ cl ) only for negative (positive) chirality spinors, and that the number of such solutions in 2N k [8] . These zero modes are parametrized by the so-called fermionic collective coordinates.
In euclidean super Yang-Mills theories, the previous results can be generalized as follows. First, an obvious solution to the equations of motion is given by (2.10) with all the other fields vanishing. Also, when scalar fields are absent (such as in N = 1 SYM) or uncoupled to fermions, another solution is given by F (anti-)selfdual,λ =λ cl (λ = λ cl ) and all remaining fields vanishing. But as soon as fermion-scalar couplings are turned on, as in the case of N = 4 SYM, the latter configuration no longer solves the equations of motion (2.6)-(2.9).
For the sake of definiteness, let us remind an iterative way to construct solutions when the gauge group is SU (2) [12] . Start from a configuration Φ = (A = A cl , φ AB = λ A =λ A = 0), where A cl is a gauge potential for a selfdual field strength. A new solution is obtained by 13) where theQ A are the susy generators, and the last equality comes from expanding perturbatively in the fermionic susy parameterζ. Due to the anti-selfduality of σ µν , the third equation of (2.5) implies e iζ A Q A Φ = Φ, and therefore the positive chirality susy generators cannot be used to generate from Φ a new solution. Using (2.5), and starting from the configuration Φ, one successively obtains
where the superscript indicates the number of susy parametersζ contained in the field. It turns out thatζ is one of the two two-component fermionic collective coordinates for the SU (2) gauge group. The other one is obtained by using superconformal supersymmetry transformation laws [12] . The fact that all fermionic zero modes can be generated by means of ordinary supersymmetry and superconformal transformations is specific to SU (2), and the situation is more involved for SU (N > 2) [12] . The solution constructed iteratively in this way is called super-instanton (cf. [5, 12, 13 ] for reviews).
Spinorial geometry of four-dimensional euclidean space
In this section we summarize the essential information needed to realize spinors of Spin(4) in terms of forms [6] . For more details, we refer to [15] . Consider the real vector space V = R 4 endowed with its canonical scalar product and orthonormal basis {e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 }. Define the subspace U spanned by the first two basis elements, U = span(e 1 , e 2 ). The space of Dirac spinors ∆ C is defined as the exterior algebra of U ⊗ C,
which is nothing else than Span C (1, e 1 , e 2 , e 1 ∧ e 2 =: e 12 ). A generic Dirac spinor is thus written as
and has 4 complex degrees of freedom as it should. The gamma matrices are represented on ∆ C as
where i = 1, 2, and the contraction operator is defined though its action on a k-form as
One easily checks that this representation of the gamma matrices satisfies the Clifford algebra relations {γ µ , γ ν } = 2δ µν . Note that the elements e i are indistinctly viewed as vectors or forms according to the objects on which they are acting. From the definition of the chirality matrix γ 5 = γ 1 γ 2 γ 3 γ 4 and (3.3), one readily sees that 5) so that the usual split of the space of Dirac spinors into positive and negative chirality Weyl spinors here amounts to the split ∆ C = ∆ + ⊕ ∆ − into forms of even degree 1, e 12 and forms of odd degree e 1 , e 2 . This decomposition is invariant under the euclidean Lorentz group SO(4) = SU (2) × SU (2), with each subspace transforming under a different SU (2) factor. Let us define the hermitian inner product
on U ⊗ C, and then extend it to ∆ C . This yields the Spin(4) invariant Dirac inner product on the space of spinors ∆ C ,
It reveals quite useful for practical purposes to switch to another basis for the gamma matrices, defining
In this new basis, the gamma matrices satisfy {Γ A , Γ B } = 2η AB , A, B = {1,1, 2,2}, where the non-vanishing components of the metric are η 11 = η1 1 = 1, η 22 = η2 2 = 1. The advantage of this new basis stems from the fact that the Γ A satisfy a fermionic annihilation-creation operator algebra, since {Γ 1 , Γ1} = 2, {Γ 2 , Γ2} = 2, for which the spinor 1 can be identified as the vacuum state, being annihilated by Γ1 and Γ2:
All the other states can be constructed by acting with Γ 1 and Γ 2 on 1. Using (3.8) and (3.3), one can compute the action of the gamma matrices and the Spin(4) generators on the basis spinors. This is summarized in table 1, where another simplification coming from the use of the basis (3.8) is apparent from the vanishing of half of the entries of this table 3 . We will sometimes use another basis, in which the gamma matrices are given by (A.5). The spinors {1, e 1 , e 2 , e 12 } can easily be expressed in that basis by starting from (3.9) and acting with the creation operators on the vacuum. Their form is fixed up to a global phase by normalizing the states to unit norm:
where we suppressed two lower zeroes in 1, e 12 and two upper zeroes in e 1 , e 2 . (3.10) provides thus an expression of the forms in usual two-component notation. For practical purposes, we also mention their complex conjugates,
the corresponding spinors with raised/lowered indices,
as well as the various contractions of the basis spinors,
3 Spinors that are annihilated by half of the gamma matrices are sometimes referred to as pure spinors. Table 1 is a manifestation of the fact that in 6 or less real dimensions, all spinors are pure.
Finally, let us express for further reference the (anti-)selfduality conditions (2.10) in terms of the basis (3.8):
In these coordinates, the complex conjugation simply amounts to change a barred index into an unbarred one, e.g. (Vī) * = V i , (F ij ) * = Fī j , etc. Therefore F 11 and F 22 are purely imaginary, and the equations (3.13), (3.14) each impose three real conditions on the components of F µν as they should. (3.13) and (3.14) are sometimes referred to as the Donaldson equations.
We will encounter in the next section generalizations thereof including in particular the scalar fields present in N = 4 SYM.
Classification of supersymmetric solutions

Representatives
The spinorial geometry approach is tailored to fully exploit the linearity of the Killing spinor equations. One of its basic ingredients is the use of the symmetries of the theory to transform the Killing spinors to preferred representatives of their orbit under this symmetry group. This is the scope of the present subsection.
Using the results of the previous section, the Killing spinors appearing in (2.5) can be expressed in the language of forms as
where the coefficients ω A (A = 1, . . . , 4) are complex numbers that are related by the symplectic Majorana condition (2.2), which imposes the following structure:
This structure is preserved both by the SO(4) Lorentz and by the SO(5, 1) internal Rsymmetry transformations [8] . We are now going to use the latter symmetries to simplify the form (4.1)-(4.2) of a generic Killing spinor. These are generated by the γ µν andγ ab given respectively in (A.7) and (A.13).
First, we notice that for a right chiral spinor there exists a single orbit for the action of SO(5, 1), and consequently a single representative that can be brought to the form
(4.3)
To see this, it is enough to find a series of transformations bringing the vector (1, 0, 0, 0
This is done for instance by
with a 1 ∈ C, followed by
where a 2 , b 2 ∈ C are independent, and finally
Similarly, there exists a single orbit, and hence a single representative under SO(5, 1) for left chiral spinors.
After having brought a generic chiral Killing spinor to a simpler form ((4.3) for a right spinor), one looks for the subgroup of the global symmetry group that leaves it invariant. This stability subgroup can then be used to simplify additional Killing spinors. For the representative (4.3), one checks that the SO(5, 1) generators stabilizing it are
where S 1 , S 2 and S 3 form an su(2) subalgebra, while S 4 , · · · , S 7 form an abelian ideal. Being a right chiral spinor of Spin (4), it is also stabilized by the SU (2) L subgroup of Spin(4) generated by Γ 
which of course span an su(2) algebra that commutes with the one formed by S 1 , . . . , S 3 . Together, S 1 , . . . , S 10 generate the Euclidean group SO(4)⋉R 4 ∼ = ISO (4), so that the stability
Let us see how a second Killing spinor can be simplified using the stability subgroup of the first. It can have either the same chirality, or the opposite one 4 . First assume that the second one has the same chirality. It can thus be written as
(4.8)
One observes that when the second spinor is of the form
we may use an SU (2) R transformation (compensated by S 8 , . . . , S 10 ) to choose a, d ∈ R. The residual isotropy group leaving invariant (4.3) as well as (4.9) is then given by
, with the U (1) generated by S 9 . (4.9) actually belongs to the same Lorentz orbit as (4.3), in that an arbitrary right SO(4) chiral spinor a1 − d * e 12 can always be brought to the spinor ρ 2 1, ρ ∈ R by means of an SO(4) transformation (to show this, consider e.g. exp(αγ 13 )exp(βγ 23 )exp(δγ 13 ) acting on ρ 2 1). Actually, since the Killing spinor equations (2.5) are linear in the spinorial parameter, we will generally forget about the scaling factor ρ 2 . On the other hand, when b or c are different from zero, the second spinor can, up to an overall factor, be brought to the form (4) transformation are written on the same line. In the second case, for example, the two Killing spinors can only be related by an internal SO(5, 1) transformation.
One can also consider Killing spinors of different chiralities. Let us again fix the first spinor to be of the form (4.3), and use its stability subgroup to simplify a left chiral spinor
(4.11)
There are again two cases. If e or h is different from zero, one can use the Lorentz subgroup SU (2) L as well as S 4 , . . . , S 7 to bring the left chiral spinor tō
This spinor is still invariant under SO(4) transformations generated by S 1 , . . . , S 3 and S 8 , . . . , S 10 .
On the other hand, if e = h = 0, the generators of the SU (2) L subgroup (or equivalently the generators S 1 , S 2 and S 3 ) can be used to cast it into the form We make use of the shorthand notation (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 ) to indicate the number n i of Killing spinors lying in the i th Spin(4) orbit, whose representatives are given respectively by 
Bosonic configurations
Let us now use the machinery of the previous section to classify the purely bosonic configurations. We therefore put all fermions to zero in (2.5), and are thus left with
These equations can be rewritten to emphasize the action of the operators in table 1 and avoiding explicit spinor indices:
Plugging (4.1) into these equations, using table 1, and requiring the coefficients of 1, e 1 , e 2 and e 12 to vanish yields the following system of 16 complex equations:
However, due to the conditions (4.2), the equations in the first and third line of (4.16) are related to those in the second and fourth line by complex conjugation. We are thus left with 16 independent real equations. Without loss of generality, one can choose the first Killing spinor to be (4.3), for which the system (4.16) boils down to
as well as
If we define a Lie-algebra valued one-form φ (the "Higgs field") with components
the system (4.17) can be rewritten in the simple form 
Note however that in (4.25), A is a connection on a G-bundle E → C, with C a Riemann surface, while in our context, A is a connection on a bundle over four-dimensional euclidean space. Moreover, (4.25) imply that A = A + iφ is flat, whereas here F satisfies the selfduality-like condition (4.24). Notice also that the Hitchin equations arise by reduction of the selfduality equations from four to two dimensions [18] 6 . This raises the question of whether the system (4.20)-(4.22) also has a higher-dimensional origin. This is indeed the case: Consider the higher-dimensional analogue of the selfduality equations [20] ,
where λ is a number and the tensor T µνρσ is totally antisymmetric. If the dimension D is higher than four, T µνρσ cannot be invariant under SO(D) anymore. The authors of [20] classified all possible choices for T µνρσ up to D = 8, requiring that T µνρσ be invariant under a maximal subgroup of SO(D). They found that the case D = 8 is of particular interest, because it generalizes most closely the concept of four-dimensional selfduality. For D = 8 and the choice Spin(7) as maximal subgroup of SO(8) there are two possible eigenvalues λ = 1 and λ = −3 [20] . The former leads to the set of seven equations 7 6 Reduction of the selfduality equations from four to three dimensions yields the monopole equations. In gravity, the four-dimensional self-duality equations with one Killing direction imply the 3d Einstein-Weyl equations [19] . 7 With respect to [20] , we interchanged the 1-and 3-directions.
called octonionic instanton equations, since they can be rephrased using the structure constants of the octonions [20] . Now decompose the vector potential as In what follows, we will refer to these conditions as decoupling conditions. Moreover, the field φ 14 does not appear in the susy equations (except through the fact that it commutes with φ 23 ). This implies that the ghost i(φ 14 + φ 23 ) decouples from the other fields in the supersymmetry constraints.
Comparing (4.17) to (3.13), we see that in presence of scalars the field strength F is no longer selfdual, but the complex field strength F does obey the selfduality-like equation (4.24) . It would be interesting to see if one can use (4.24) to construct generalizations of instantons to include nonvanishing scalars 9 .
We shall now analyze what happens when requiring the existence of more Killing spinors.
Killing spinors of same chirality
One can add a further Killing spinor of the same chirality to the original configuration (1, 0, 0, 0) in two different ways, either one in the same Lorentz orbit as the first, namely (2, 0, 0, 0), or the other one (1, 1, 0, 0). Let us first consider the former case, i.e., we take a second spinor of the form (4.9). Equations (4.17) are supplemented with
From these equations, one easily gets the constraints coming from the presence of more Killing spinors on the same Lorentz orbit, i.e. configurations (3, 0, 0, 0) and (4, 0, 0, 0). First, one may verify that the constraints coming by considering an additional third Killing spinor forces the field strength to be selfdual, while giving further constraints on the covariant derivatives and commutators of the scalar fields. For (4, 0, 0, 0), one may combine (4.17) with the equations obtained from (4.28) with (a, d) = (i, 0), (0, 1), (0, i) which generate a basis for the entire 8 The relation of BPS equations in euclidean N = 4 SYM to the octonionic instanton equations was noticed before in [16] for the case of two active scalars.
9 A particular type of such solutions, termed ic-instantons, was constructed explicitely in [16] .
orbit. We obtain the following conditions: The scalar field φ 14 is thus the only field which is left completely unconstrained (except from its vanishing commutator with φ 23 ). Adding one more chiral Killing spinor to (4, 0, 0, 0) directly leads to the instanton solution with selfdual field strength, and vanishing covariant derivatives and commutators for all scalar fields. It is clear from (4.14) that this solution preserves 8 real supersymmetries, thus
We now focus on the latter case, i.e. (1, 1, 0, 0). Combining (4.17) with the constraints coming from (4.10), one gets
Therefore three purely imaginary fields decouple. Let us consider the constraints coming from the existence of a third spinor of the same chirality. The latter is completely generic and is of the form (4.1)-(4.2). Taking into account (4.30), the system one obtains is
The precise form of the equations is not really important, but what is worth noticing is that if this third spinor is indeed Killing, then it is also the case for the two independent spinors on a given Lorentz orbit in which it can be decomposed: 32) since the coefficients (a, d) and (b, c) do not mix. Furthermore, the equations for the pair (a, d) are exactly the same as the ones for (b, c), therefore if
is a Killing spinor, then automatically
will also be Killing. Thus
For the sake of definiteness, let us choose a = i and d = 0. One then obtains that a new scalar field, in particular φ 24 , decouples, and the equations reduce to
For a generic spinor, it is another combination of the scalar fields that would decouple. Finally, adding one more right Killing spinor to the (2, 2, 0, 0) configuration immediately leads to the instanton solution, i.e. the decoupling of all scalar fields and selfdual field strength, with eight supersymmetries preserved:
The possible configurations with Killing spinors of the same chirality are summarized in table 2.
• One susy
Four susys
Eight susys: instanton 
Killing spinors with different chiralities
We again start with the equations (4.17) imposed by the first Killing spinor and from there we proceed methodically to take into account the constraints coming from additional supersymmetries.
(
Combining the equations (4.17) from the first spinor with those arising from plugging (4.12) in (4.16), one gets
Therefore the field φ 14 decouples, while subsequent Killing spinors could never lead to a non-trivial selfdual solution. When adding a generic left spinor (4.11) to (1, 0, 1, 0), one sees similarly to (4.31) and (4.32) that the two spinors lying on the Lorentz orbits of (4.12) and (4.13) respectively into which it decomposes are also Killing, because the (e, h) and (f, g) components do not mix. Let us separate the two cases and continue with (1, 0, 2, 0), thus implementing the constraints coming from
(4.37)
One verifies that these constraints automatically imply that
belonging to the Lorentz orbit of (4.3) is a Killing spinor, therefore
Starting from (1, 0, 1, 0), one would like to combine the constraints (4.36) with those coming from a spinor of the formξ
Actually, this form can be simplified using the subgroup stabilizing (4.3) and (4.12), composed of the 6 generators S 1 , . . . , S 3 and S 8 , . . . , S 10 . (The latter, of course, do not act onξ 3 ). With f = B exp(2iϕ B ) and g = C exp(2iϕ C ),ξ 3 can be brought tō
by acting with exp
. Equations (4.36) are then supplemented by the conditions
One may then check that the susy equations for the Killing spinor (4.10) are satisfied as a consequence of (4.36) and (4.41), yielding
As a next step, let us impose an additional Killing spinor in one of the Lorentz orbits, say the first without loss of generality. We thus take it of the form (4.9), in such a way that it be linearly independent of the first one. The equations coming out by combining the new constraints with the former ones are not really enlightening, so we just mention the expression of the field strength:
However, more importantly, one can check that after having imposed the conditions for the latter (2, 1, 1, 1) configuration, the following spinors are Killing: (4.34) with a = i, (4.37) with h = −d * Im(e) and (4.39) with g = −d * Im(f ), and hence
At last, adding the constraints of one more Killing spinor belonging to one of the four Lorentz orbits, say the first, leads to the vacuum solution preserving all 16 supersymmetries:
Supplementing the constraints of (2, 0, 2, 0) by the one originating from one more left Killing spinor on the same Lorentz orbit, configuration (2, 0, 3, 0) leads to the vanishing of the field strength, all covariant derivatives and all commutators but two, [φ 12 , φ 34 ] = [φ 13 , φ 24 ]. These restrictions imply the supersymmetry equations for any spinor on the orbits of (4.3) or (4.12), and consequently
Finally, adding any spinor to (4, 0, 4, 0) leads to the vanishing of the last commutators, and thus to the vacuum solution preserving all 16 supersymmetries:
Let us now re-start with the second Killing spinor of opposite chirality on the other orbit, thus of the form (4.13). Combining its constraints with those of the first Killing spinor yields for the field strength
One can subsequently look for the existence of additional Killing spinors belonging for example to the Lorentz orbit of the second Killing spinor. Naturally, after the second one, all spinors cannot be further simplified and have to be taken generic, of the form (4.39). Again, the equations involving the covariant derivatives of the scalar fields are rather involved and do not tell much, so we will focus on the field strength. From (1, 0, 0, 2), one observes that F1 2 = 0, although F is not yet anti-selfdual. For the configuration (1, 0, 0, 3), as expected from section 4.2.1, the field strength becomes anti-selfdual (as the for the configuration (0, 0, 0, 3)), while the remaining component F12 is now determined in terms of the commutator of scalars: Table 3 : Classification of purely bosonic supersymmetric configurations of N = 4 SYM theory, with Killing spinors of definite chiralities. The first line indicates the number n of supersymmetries. Notice that there are no backgrounds with n = 7 or 9 ≤ n ≤ 15. An arbitrary configuration (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 ) if not present in the table can be shown to be equivalent to one of the above using the analysis of the previous section. As an example, let us consider (2, 0, 2, 1). We have seen that (1, 0, 1, 1) = (1, 1, 1, 1) (the equality sign meaning "implies"), therefore (2, 0, 2, 1) = (2, 1, 2, 1). But we also observed that (2, 1, 1, 1) = (2, 2, 2, 2). Therefore (2, 0, 2, 1) = (2, 2, 2, 2).
Susy variations and equations of motion
The Killing spinor equations arising from setting to zero the supersymmetry variations (2.5) are first order, and one could ask whether they imply the second order equations of motion (2.6)-(2.9). In supergravity, this is not always the case: The Killing vector constructed as a bilinear from the Killing spinor can be either timelike or lightlike. One can show that in the former case, the Killing spinor equations, together with the Bianchi identities and the Maxwell equations, do entail the Einstein equations, whereas in the null case, one of the Einstein equations must be additionally imposed by hand (cf. e.g. [21] ).
We first focus on purely bosonic configurations. Let us consider the conditions (4.17) imposed by the existence of a chiral Killing spinor. One would like to check whether these imply
A first observation is that one the scalar fields, here φ 14 , does not appear in the susy equations (except through the fact that it commutes with φ 23 ). Therefore its equations of motion are certainly not satisfied by virtue of the susy equations, and the former will have to be imposed by hand. However, all the other equations of motion will automatically hold, using only (4.17), the Jacobi identity and the Bianchi identities for the gauge field, as we illustrate now. Consider the first equation of (5.1) for e.g. µ = 1. By expanding it, using the definition φ AB = 1 2 ǫ ABCD φ CD for the duals and the fact that φ 23 decouples, one gets
Now use the Bianchi identity (4.17) , one arrives at a sum of 3 multicommutator terms involving only φ 12 , φ 13 and φ 34 which vanishes by virtue of the Jacobi identity.
Final remarks
In this work we have discussed the classification of supersymmetric solutions of euclidean N = 4 SYM theory in 4 dimensions. We have displayed the equations they satisfy in the spinorial geometry language. The equations one gets by imposing the existence of a single Killing spinor can be obtained by dimensional reduction from 8 to 4 dimensions of the octonionic instanton equations, much like the Hitchin equations arise by reduction of the selfduality equations from 4 to 2 dimensions. The system of equations may be rephrased compactly in terms of a selfduality-like condition for a complex connection. We next wrote down the equations arising by imposing the existence of more Killing spinors (focusing on Killing spinors with definite chiralities). Their analysis led to the conclusion that not all fractions of the maximal number of supersymmetries are allowed. In particular, there are no bosonic configurations preserving 7 supersymmetries (because this automatically implies the existence of an 8th Killing spinor) nor 9 to 15 (that would imply 16). This is reminiscent of more familiar set-ups, for instance from general relativity (no metrics with 8 or 9 Killing vectors in 4 dimensions), and supergravity (e.g. no BPS solutions in eleven-dimensional sugra preserving 31 supersymmetries [22] ).
We focused on purely bosonic configurations, but solutions with non-trivial fermionic fields are of course not excluded and are certainly worth studying. Also, it would be desirable to work out explicit solutions to these various sets of equations and verify whether their corresponding on-shell action is finite. In the affirmative, the corresponding configurations would represent instantons possibly including non-trivial scalar and fermion fields profiles, which as of today are not known in closed form 10 . The interest in instanton effects in N = 4 SYM is at least twofold. On the one hand, the theory is believed to be self-dual [25] , a statement entailing the complete effective action including all instanton and anti-instanton effects. On the other hand, instantons have provided some of the most striking tests of the AdS/CFT correspondence. From this point of view, instantons with topological charge k in N = 4 SYM with SU (N ) gauge group are obtained by adding k D-instantons (D(-1) branes) to the stack of N D3 branes [27] [28] [29] [30] (for unoriented D-instantons, one starts with D3-branes on top of an orientifold 3-plane, the gauge group of the N = 4 SYM theory becoming Sp(N ) or SO(N ) depending on the charge of the O3-plane [26] ). In the low energy supergravity limit where computations can mostly be performed (see however [5] , Sect. 18.3 for a discussion beyond sugra, in the BMN limit), D-instantons arise as non-trivial solutions of the Euclidean field equations. The classical type IIB supergravity action in AdS 5 × S 5 can take these into account by incorporating the effect of the infinite tower of massive string excitations on the dynamics of the massless modes. In the case of minimal correlators/AdS amplitudes, it turns out there is a perfect agreement between instanton contributions to SYM correlation functions and D-instanton induced supergravity amplitudes (see [31] [32] [33] , or [5] , Sects.15-18, [12] for reviews). Of course, this agreement is striking since the computations on the field theory side are done at weak coupling, and indicates that the corresponding correlators are protected from quantum corrections. On the gauge theory side, the latter computations are performed in a particular instanton background. The latter is generated from the self-dual configuration, starting from the YM instanton and solving iteratively the full set of coupled equations to get an approximated truncated solution by retaining terms only up to a certain power of the coupling constant, which is enough to compute correlators in the semi-classical approximation, see e.g. Sect.14 of [5] ). If new finite-action solutions would appear to exist, in particular with non (anti-)selfdual field strength, it would certainly be a very interesting problem to compute their contribution to correlation functions and match it with a dual supergravity computation.
Finally, the AdS/CFT correspondence has also allowed to give a string theory interpretation of SYM states. For example, it is known that monopoles and dyons are dual to D-strings and bound states of D-strings and fundamental strings, respectively, between different D3-branes. In the same spirit, 1/4 BPS states in N = 4 SYM with a gauge group SU(3) have been shown to correspond to three-pronged strings connecting three D3-branes [23] . It would therefore be really interesting to identify to which configurations on the gravity side these various supersymmetric solutions (or their counterparts in the lorentzian theory) are mapped through the AdS/CFT correspondence. The strategy of the present analysis is of course not limited to four-dimensional N = 4 SYM, and could be applied to any supersymmetric gauge theory. An example of particular interest are the superconformal three-dimensional ChernSimons theories recently proposed in the context of the AdS 4 /CF T 3 corespondence [24] . We hope to return to these questions in future works. σ µν = 1 2 (σ µσν − σ νσµ ) = iη aµν τ a , (A.8) 9) where the relationship to the 't Hooft symbols has been made explicit. The matrices σ µν andσ µν are the generators of the two inequivalent pseudo-real irreducible representations of Spin(4) acting on two-component Weyl spinors ψ α andχα respectively. Indices α,α = 1, 2 are raised and lowered according to the north-west convention 10) where the antisymmetric invariant tensor ǫ is defined by ǫ 12 = 1 , ǫ αβ = ǫ αβ , ǫ βα = −ǫ αβ , ǫαβ = ǫαβ = −ǫ αβ , ǫβα = −ǫαβ . 
